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The decahedral cage is the theoretically established ground state of the hydrogen saturated Si20H20 fullerene.
However it has never been observed experimentally. Based on an extensive exploration of the potential energy
surface and by constructing theoretical reaction pathways from possible initial structures to the ground state
of Si20H20, we show that there is no driving force towards the global minimum. There exists a huge number
of intermediate structures that consist mainly of collapsed cages. Visiting all these intermediate states to find
the ground state is not possible on experimentally relevant time scales. In this way the ground state becomes
kinetically inaccessible. We contrast the features of the potential energy landscape of Si20H20 with that of C60
which spontaneously forms by condensation.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.101.214303
I. INTRODUCTION
Condensed matter systems can adopt a huge number of
structures. This comes from the fact that the potential en-
ergy function has an equally large number of local minima,
each of which corresponds to a metastable structure. Bulk
materials can for instance be found in a huge number of
amorphous structures, clusters in a very large number of
isomers, and biomolecules in an astronomically large number
of conformers. It is at present not fully understood which
structure out of this huge number of theoretically possible
structures can really be found in nature. This problem has
extensively been discussed in the context of protein folding.
The number of possible conformers grows exponentially with
the number of residues. However only one configuration out
of this exponentially large number of possible conformations,
the configuration with the lowest free energy, is formed by a
folding mechanism in living organisms and can perform its re-
quired biological role. Based on a simple estimate of the time
required to jump from one intermediate structure into another
one, Levinthal [1] argued that the folding, i.e., the time to
arrive at its correct ground state, should require a time longer
than the age of the universe, even if only a small fraction of
all possible configurations has to be visited as intermediates
along the reaction pathway describing the folding. Since it
is however experimentally well established that proteins do
fold on a quite short time scale, these arguments are known
as the Levinthal paradox. The Levinthal paradox was resolved
by the folding funnel hypothesis [2] which shows that on a
funnel like potential energy surface the system can fall into
the ground state at the bottom of the funnel along a reaction
pathway that contains only a modest number of intermedi-
ate states. This is possible because the reaction pathway is
embedded in some low-dimensional manifold of the funnel,
whereas the entire funnel is a high-dimensional object in con-
figuration space that consequently contains an exponentially
large number of local minima. In order to establish such a
short reaction pathway, it is however necessary to have a
strong driving force towards the global minimum. Such a
driving force gives rise to a reaction pathway whose downhill
barriers are systematically lower than the uphill barriers. By
definition the downhill barrier is the barrier that the system
has to overcome when it jumps from one intermediate state
into another one that is lower in energy, whereas the uphill
barrier is the one that has to be overcome when it jumps into
a higher energy state. In this way a strong directionality or
driving force towards the global minimum is imposed since,
according to standard transition state theory, it is more likely
to cross low barriers than high barriers. It is widely believed
that those proteins that have such a strong directionality were
selected during the biological evolution of life because they
can rapidly fold into a well defined functional structure.
A fundamental question that we want to answer is whether
a nanosystem with a well defined ground state will necessarily
have such a funnel-like structure that will ensure that it
will form quasiautomatically by some kind of physical self
assembly process on a short time scale or whether, on the
contrary, there exist systems whose ground state is virtually
not accessible by a short directional reaction pathway on
a reasonable time scale. As an example we will study the
hydrogen saturated Si20H20 fullerene.
Nanosciences requires building blocks on the nanome-
ter scale with a large variety of properties. Carbon-based
nanostructures such as fullerenes, nanotubes, nanosheets, and
carbon based polymers are common building blocks [3–5].
Some similar structures do exist for Si as well, namely lin-
ear polysilanes, silicon nanosheets, and nanotubes [6,7], but
silicon fullerenes have not been found so far. While carbon
atoms can readily adjust their valence states to participate
in single, double, and triple bonds, silicon strongly prefers
sp3 hybridization and single bonds. Therefore, although C20
is the lowest stable fullerene structure, quantum chemical
calculations show the Si20 fullerene to be highly unstable [8].
The stability of a cage structure can be enhanced by var-
ious modifications. One theoretically proposed possibility is
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endohedral doping with a metal atom which fills the Si20 clus-
ter cavity [9]. However unbiased structure predictions have
shown that this strategy frequently fails and other noncage
structures are significantly lower in energy [10]. A second ap-
proach is to exohedrally passivate the dangling bonds of the Si
atoms in the Si20H20 dodecahedron by hydrogen attachment.
The resulting dodecahedral configuration has theoretically
been proposed as the global minimum of Si20H20 [11–13].
Even though we also performed extensive structural searches
in this study we were not able to find any lower energy
structure. The third, hybrid approach combines both ideas to
obtain stable endohedrally doped X@Si20H20, where X is a
metal/halide [13–15]. So even though it is firmly established
that the dodecahedral Si20H20 fullerene is the ground state
structure, no experimental evidence for the existence of this
hydrogen saturated fullerene is present to the best of the
authors’ knowledge. The structure of smaller silicon hydrogen
clusters has been studied and complex 3-center 2-electron
Si-H-Si bonds were found [16].
The question of whether the ground state of clusters is
only determined by equilibrium thermodynamics or whether
kinetic effects can also play an important role is a long stand-
ing one. In this work, we show that kinetic effects are very
important in the Si20H20 fullerene and we explain why the
dodecahedral ground state configuration of Si20H20 was never
observed in experiment. We demonstrate that the potential
energy surface of Si20H20 has striking differences compared
to the potential energy surfaces of the easily synthesizable C60
cluster.
As tools to understand the dynamical behavior of our clus-
ters we calculate reaction pathways and construct disconnec-
tivity graphs. A disconnectivity graph [17] is a powerful tool
to understand the characteristics of a potential energy surface.
Each lower end (leaves) of the graph represents a local mini-
mum, and its height shown along the y axis gives the energy of
this minimum. The highest point of the path connecting two
minima in a disconnectivity graph gives an energy window for
the height of the highest barrier that has to be surmounted in a
transformation from one minimum into another one along the
lowest energy pathway, so it is the lowest highest barrier. This
barrier will be called in the following the accumulated barrier
height. In a complex reaction pathway such a transformation
from an initial into a final minimum overcomes in general
multiple barriers. The accumulated barrier height does not
contain information about the height of all these individual
barriers along the transformation pathway. We just indicate
the highest one.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY
Our investigation required the calculation of a huge num-
ber of local minima and saddle points. Force field methods do
not give a reliable description of the potential energy surface
[18], whereas density functional calculations would have been
too expensive. The potential energy surface was therefore ex-
plored using a self-consistent charge density functional tight-
binding method (SCC-DFTB) with s and p atomic orbitals for
silicon and an s orbital for hydrogen. The parameters were
fitted to reproduce standard DFT results with the Perdew-
Burke-Ernzerhof PBE functional [19]. This turns out to be a
good compromise between speed and accuracy. The accuracy
of the DFTB approximation for Si20H20 has been assessed by
a comparison with DFT calculations performed with BIGDFT
[20] using the same functional and NLCC dual space Gaussian
pseudopotentials [21]. The very good agreement between
DFT and DFTB energies for a subset of 2000 structures is
shown in the Supplemental Material (SM) [22]. In particular
there is good agreement for the height of the barriers that are
a central quantity in this work. The barrier height between
the ground state and the second lowest minimum [a structure
with one Stone-Wales (SW) defect] of C60 is 0.25 Ha) in
DFTB whereas it is (0.27 Ha) in DFT [23,24] with the PBE
functional [25]. Barrier heights obtained from DFT calcula-
tions were shown to agree well with the ones obtained from
higher level calculations [18] for rearrangement processes
in silicon clusters. Geometry optimizations were considered
converged after reaching a maximal force component on any
atom smaller than 1 × 10−5 eV Å.
The unbiased search of new configurations was performed
by employing the minima hopping (MH) method [26]. MH
can efficiently search low-energy structures by exploiting the
Bell-Evans-Polanyi principle for molecular dynamics [27,28].
This method has been successfully used to efficiently locate
the lowest energy minima in a large variety of applications
[29–35].
The transformation pathways were found by the minima
hopping guided path search (MHGPS) [36] in case of C60
where no bias is necessary to find the ground state. Exploiting
information from the MD trajectories that connect different
local minima in a MH run, the algorithm locates the transition
states (saddle point) located between two input configurations
visited consecutively in a MH run. The transition states of the
C60 molecule are then found by a stabilized quasi-Newton
method [37]. Two local geometry optimizations are subse-
quently performed after displacing the system away from the
saddle point by a small positive and negative step size along
the direction of the eigenvectors of the Hessian matrix with
negative curvature. In case these minima do not correspond
to the initial input structures, the procedure is repeated recur-
sively until they are found. All the minima and transition states
that emerge from these connection attempts form a stationary
point database consisting of all pairs of minima together with
their connecting saddle point. From this database the lowest
energy pathways can be extracted by the Dijkstra algorithm
[38]. The final results can be visualized as a disconnectivity
graph [17]. The graphs in our study were created using the
disconnectionDPS software [39].
In case of Si20H20 where a bias is needed to find a transfor-
mation pathway that leads into the ground state, our approach
was identical except that the biased minima hopping guided
path search (BMHGPS) [40] was used to find the transforma-
tion pathway. In this method the dodecahedral configuration
of Si20H20 is pulled down energetically with respect to the
other structures, such that it can be reached more easily. The
heights of the barriers that are not along the reaction pathway
were obtained by a fingerprint-based extrapolation scheme
[41]. Both for this scheme and the biasing an overlap matrix
based fingerprint with s and p orbitals [42] was used. An
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additional bias was obtained by putting a repulsive Lennard
Jones atom in the center of the cluster. This penalized the
undesired collapse of the cage.
The same fingerprint was also used to calculate the
distance-energy (DE) plots [43]. In a DE plot the fingerprint
distance from the ground state is plotted along the x axis and
the energy relative to the ground state along the y axis for a
large collection of metastable structures. The slope of this plot
indicates how much energy can be gained when the structure
becomes more similar to the ground state and shows therefore
also the strength of the driving force toward the ground state.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In order to better understand the particular features of the
PES of Si20H20 we contrast it with a system that can easily be
grown, namely C60. We analyze three different quantities to
describe the features of the potential energy surface of these
two systems: Disconnectivity graphs, reaction pathways, and
DE plots.
A. C60
Disconnectivity graphs for C60 have been calculated previ-
ously [24] for a subset of structures that are connected through
pyracylene rearrangements [44] which exchange hexagons
and pentagons. Our search in contrast does not contain any
constraints and one finds numerous structures with four mem-
ber and seven member carbon rings. Some of these structures
that give rise to some secondary funnels are shown in Fig. 1.
Previous simulations suggest that such configurations play an
important role in fullerene formation [45,46]. The reaction
pathway for the transformation of a Stone-Wales defect into
the ground state has also been studied at various levels of
theory [25] and agrees with our findings. To construct the
fingerprint (FP)-based disconnectivity graph represented in
Fig. 1 we considered 10 000 different C60 configurations,
with almost all structures visited at least twice in a minima
hopping run. This suggests a quite complete sampling of the
configurations within the energy range of the disconnectivity
graph of 0.8 Ha. In spite of these differences in the data
set used for the construction, our disconnectivity plot agrees
qualitatively with the one from a previous study [24]. The
disconnectivity graph (Fig. 1) is of the weeping willow type
[47]. The global minimum of C60, the fullerene cage, is at
the bottom of a very large funnel that goes up some 0.8 Ha
in energy. All the structures in this funnel are cagelike but
contain more and more defects as one goes up in energy. The
driving force toward the global minimum is clearly visible in
the DE plot (Fig. 2). In this whole energy range there are no
fragmented structures.
In agreement with a previous study [48] our MD runs for
C60 show from 3800 K on a diffusive motion which leads to
extensive isomerization and can be considered as an indication
of an upcoming melting process. To study the formation of
C60 we will go to a somewhat lower temperature of 3500 K,
where the the Boltzmann probability of finding the ground
state is already about 99% (see Fig. 3).
Since there is already a natural bias toward the ground
state, MH runs can find the ground state without the need
FIG. 1. Disconnectivity plot of C60. The structures at the bottom
show the lowest energy configuration of some selected superbasins.
FIG. 2. DE plot of C60. For any structure one can find another
structure that is more similar to the ground state and that is in nearly
all cases lower or in a few cases slightly higher in energy. Hence one
gains quasicontinuously energy by moving toward the ground state.
The arrow is meant as a guide to the eye, visualizing the average
driving force.
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FIG. 3. The Boltzmann probability for finding the ground state
as a function of temperature.
of any additional bias. The driving force is clearly visible in
all the transformation pathways that we found for C60 (see
Fig. 4).The downhill barriers are on average systematically
lower than the uphill barriers which is visible as some down-
ward trend of the pathway. Since the barriers of about 0.2 Ha
are quite high compared to kBT at room temperature (which
corresponds to 0.001 Ha), high temperature is needed. But
at these high temperatures, the cluster is a structure seeker
[24]. Let us now study the dynamics of C60 at an anneal-
ing temperature of 3500 K. At this temperature the barriers
can be overcome on a time scale of 10−6 sec according to
standard transition state theory. Since for a typical reaction
pathway some 20 barriers have to be crossed the time scale of
formation of C60 is about 2 × 10−5 sec. As typical formation
FIG. 4. Lowest barrier transformation path from a defective cage
to the C60 fullerene ground state. More such transformation pathways
are shown in the SM. All these transformation pathways have in
common that there is a clear downward trend visible. Only in the
first part of the transformation some of the path has to climb up to
escape from some superbasin.
times in laser evaporation sources are on the order of tens to
hundreds of microseconds, it seems therefore reasonable that
C60 fullerene can be preferentially formed. There is no definite
information available about the cluster temperatures in such
laser evaporation sources.
B. Si20H20
Let us now turn to Si20H20. We first verified that the system
is stable with respect to various plausible decompositions
such as
Si20H20 −→ Si20H18 + H2,
Si20H20 −→ Si19H16 + SiH4,
and
Si20H20 −→ 2Si10 + 10H2.
The last decomposition was motivated by the fact that the Si10
ground state is particularly stable [49]. By performing a MH
based structure prediction for Si20H18 and Si19H16 we found
that these decompositions are endothermic requiring, respec-
tively, an energy of 0.06, 0.11, and 0.45 Ha. Forming Si20H20
out of bulk Si and H2 molecules requires a relatively small
energy of 0.11 Ha compared to the case of C60 where 1.24
Ha are required to form it out of graphene. The lowest energy
configurations of these clusters are given in the SM. Hydrogen
depleted Si clusters, where the number of Si atom is more than
22 [50], are observed in experiment at low temperatures. We
therefore also investigated the possibility of decomposition of
Si20H20 clusters into bigger clusters, i.e., Si23H20 and Si24H20.
We started MH calculations for these clusters and we observed
that the lowest energy configurations consist of cages that
are stabilized by stuffing with additional silicon atoms. This
is in agreement with experimental observations [50]. Our
theoretical structures are again given in the SM. We found
that both the decompositions from Si20H20 to H2 and Si23H20
and Si24H20,
Si20H20 −→ (20/23)Si23H20 + (30/23)H2
and
Si20H20 −→ (5/6)Si24H20 + (10/6)H2,
are endothermic requiring energies of 2.67 Ha and 0.73 Ha.
So Si20H20 is on the convex hull of all reasonable decom-
positions. For this reason we will concentrate in our simula-
tions onto unfragmented structures of Si20H20. Whenever a
fragmentation occurs our algorithm will try to reassemble the
fragments into a cluster.
The first metastable structure (shown in the SM) is a
cage where one hydrogen is inside the cage. Like all the
other hydrogens that are outside the cage it is bonded to one
silicon. This structure is energetically well separated from the
ground state by 0.034 Ha. We have also found other cage and
non-cage-like metastable configurations and different types of
bonding between Si and H (shown in SM) [16].
The first striking difference between the potential energy
surface of Si20H20 and the previously studied C60 is that the
density of structures is much higher. In the energy window
defined by the energies of our initial structures and the ground
state of Si20H20 we found 55 000 structures. Even though
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this number is about five times larger than the number of
structures that we have generated for C60, we certainly have
not completely sampled the potential energy surface. Based on
an analysis of the probabilities for visiting a certain structure
twice (see SM), we estimate that our data base contains
only about a quarter of all possible structures and that there
exist about 200 000 structures in this energy range. It has
to be pointed out that this huge number of structures exists
in an energy interval that is about three times smaller than
the one considered in the case of C60. Silicon clusters can
fragment before they melt [49]. We found the same behavior
for Si20H20. Our MD simulations show indications of melting
at about 1700 K for Si20H20 and so we consider 1500 K as
the highest possible annealing temperature. Figure 3 shows
at this temperature the probability to find the ground state is
more than 99%. Such high temperatures will however not be
observed during growth. As we have seen, the attachment of a
H2 molecule liberates an energy of 0.06 Ha and the attachment
of a SiH4 unit 0.11 Ha. Within classical thermodynamics, dis-
sipating these two energies into heat will rise the temperature
by about 150 and 300 K. In a quantum mechanical treatment
the silicon hydrogen stretch vibrations would be frozen out in
this temperature range and the temperature increase would be
about 20 percent larger.
In our calculations of reaction pathways into the global
minimum we used a few starting configurations. One was
the ground state of the Si20 cluster [51] whose surface was
saturated with 20 hydrogen. This initial structure is 0.23
Ha above the ground state. The other configurations were
lowest energy configurations of randomly selected different
superbasins in Fig. 5 whose energy was about 0.055 Ha above
the ground state.
Running a standard MH from various starting configura-
tions we were not able to find the ground state unless we
started in the red superbasin of Fig. 5. This can be understood
from the DE plot of Fig. 6. As indicated by the arrow in
this figure, there is a strong driving force towards low-energy
configurations with a fingerprint distance between 0.06 and
0.08. As a matter of fact all the minima hopping runs that
failed to find the global minimum ended up in this region of
the DE plot. A driving force that would drive the system from
this region toward the ground state does not exist.
The disconnectivity graph of Fig. 5 resembles a banyan tree
[47] due to its self-similar features. Hence there are glassy
regions without any driving force towards a certain structure
and the superbasins act as traps in the evolution of the system
towards the ground state. This can also be understood by geo-
metric arguments. In contrast to C60 where all the low-energy
structures are cagelike structures, most structures of Si20H20
are not cagelike. If one has now by chance a cagelike structure
there is a huge number of transformations that destroy the
cage but only very few that leave the cage intact and that might
therefore lead to the ground state.
As can be seen from Fig. 5, downhill and uphill barriers
are mostly of comparable height and are peaked around 0.04
Ha. This is much smaller than a typical accumulated barrier
height which is about 0.2 Ha (Fig. 5).
A driving force towards the ground state can however be
obtained in a simulation by adding a permutationally invariant
bias [40] (see SM) to the physical potential energy surface that
FIG. 5. Disconnectivity plot for Si20H20 based on 500 lowest
energy configurations. The configurations colored in green represent
the biggest superbasin, with ≈220 structures. The global minimum
belongs to the superbasin colored in red, that contains 100 structures.
The superbasin with blue color has 50 configurations. Because of
the much higher configurational density of states of Si20H20, a much
smaller energy interval has to be selected compared to C60 in order
to obtain a graph where the individual branches can still be resolved
visually.
pulls the system towards its ground state. This bias transforms
a glassy potential energy surface into the potential energy
surface of a structure seeker, i.e., the downhill barriers that
lead towards the ground state are lowered with respect to
the uphill barriers and therefore the system is likely to move
toward the global minimum. As has been shown already for
proteins a quite small bias of the order a few kBT is sufficient
to obtain this effect [52]. The problematic region in the DE
plot of the physical potential energy surface (region in Fig 6
with energies below 0.1 Ha) is strongly modified by the bias
and shows a clear driving force towards the ground state as
shown in Fig. 7. In this way we could find for all starting
configurations reaction pathways leading to the ground state.
One representative pathway, transformed back on the physical
potential energy surface, is shown in Fig. 8. Several more such
pathways are shown in the SM. They have all in common that
they traverse a broad flat region and that there is only a clear
driving force toward the global minimum in the very last part
of the reaction pathway.
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FIG. 6. Distance energy (DE) plot of Si20H20 clusters. The finger
print distances and energy differences are calculated with respect
to the ground state configuration. The plot is based on 55 000
nonfragmented low-energy configurations. A very small and entirely
incomplete set of very low-energy fragmented structures is also
included to illustrate their region of existence in the DE plot. The
lowest fragment is about 0.07 Ha above the ground state. The arrow
is meant as a guide to the eye to visualize the driving force, which in
this case does not point toward the ground state.
It is extremely unlikely that the real physical system will
follow such a reaction pathway found in the biased simulation.
At each intermediate state the system has the possibility to
cross over some 10 barriers of comparable height into other
local minima that are not on the reaction pathway (for details
see Fig. 6 in SM). For the shortest reaction pathway we found
that there are already some 20 intermediate states. Hence, the
probability to follow this reaction pathway is about 10−20. So
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FIG. 7. DE plot of the biased potential energy surface. It is shown
only for the configurations in the region where there was no driving
force toward the global minimum in the original unbiased DE plot.
The bias magnifies the energy differences between configurations
that are not similar to the ground state and induces in this way a
driving fore towards the targeted configuration.
FIG. 8. A possible reaction pathway path from the hydrogenated
Si20 global minimum structure of Si20 to the dodecahedron Si20H20
ground state configuration found by BMHPGS. The shown energies
are the energies from the physical potential energy surface without
the bias.
the real physical system will get kind of lost in these glassy
regions of the PES and not reach the global minimum on a
reasonably short time scale.
If there is no funneling on the physical PES towards the
ground state, we have to evoke the arguments by Levinthal,
i.e., the system has to visit a considerable fraction of all its lo-
cal minima before it will fall into its ground state. Experimen-
tally hydrogenated silicon clusters have been generated in a
magnetron gas aggregation cluster source (see SM) performed
in the laboratory of Prof. Issendorff. To get the fastest possible
relaxation time we will first assume that we have the highest
possible temperature of about 1500 K. In the experimental
setup, the clusters are cooled down from an initial temperature
by collisions with a buffer gas to a temperature of some 100 K
on a time scale of about 1 × 10−5 sec. At this low temperature
structural rearrangements are not possible any more. So the
ground state has to be found within this annealing time and
we assume that the temperature will be constant at 1500 K
during this annealing process. As can be seen either from
the disconnectivity graph [Fig. 5 or our reaction pathway
(Fig. 6 in SM)] there are numerous barriers with a height
of about at least 0.08 Ha that have to be crossed to reach
the ground state. These barriers typically separate different
superbasins. Within a superbasin the barriers are lower and the
dynamics can be quite fast. Let us now assume that we have M
superbasins each containing on average n local minima such
that the total number of local minima N is given by N = Mn.
Standard transition state theory gives an attempt frequency of
iωA = kBT/h̄ = 3 × 1013/sec at 1500 K. If one tries to jump
out of a superbasin, most jumps will however occur within the
superbasin and the probability for trying to jump out of the su-
perbasin will be reduced by 1/n. To visit all the M = N/n su-
perbasins would then take (M/(ωA/n)) exp(0.08/0.0048) =
(N/(ωA)) exp(0.08/0.0048). Here 0.08 Ha is the average bar-
rier height from our reaction pathways and kBT = 0.0048 Ha
at T = 2000 K. The numerical value for this expression is
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0.1 sec for N = 200 000. In current experimental set-ups, the
temperature will however be much lower than 1500 K. As we
have shown before a typical attachment rises the temperature
of the cluster by about 300 K. So if the temperature of the
cooling gas is about 100 K, the resulting temperature will be
about 400 K. In this case overcoming one single barrier of
height 0.08 Ha will take 1 × 1014 sec. Since all these times
are significantly longer than the anneal time, Si20H20 will not
form.
In addition to the annealing, there is still another even faster
process which will further reduce the likelihood of finding the
ground state Si20H20 icosahedron. As was pointed out before
we suppress in our MH simulation the fragmentation of the
cluster. To overcome this limitation, we performed MD simu-
lations at the highest possible temperature that would result in
the fastest relaxation into the ground state, namely 1500 K. In
these simulations of Si20H20 we could very frequently observe
fragmentations after a few hundred picoseconds of simulation
time and H2 molecules with Si20H18 clusters were the most
common fragments formed. In contrast to C20H18 the ground
state of Si20H18 (shown in the SM) is not a dodecahedron
cage or a slightly distorted version of such a cage but a
collapsed cage with a reduced surface area. In order to form
again a Si20H20 cluster the H2 molecule has to hit a place
on the surface of some configuration of Si20H18 where two
undercoordinated silicon atoms are located. We were not able
to observe a single event of this type in standard molecular
dynamics runs. Only by preparing by hand H2 trajectories
that hit exactly the reactive spot on a selected cluster such
an event could be observed. If the rates of the forward and
backward reaction are so different, it follows from the prin-
ciple of detailed balance that the equilibrium population of
Si20H20 is small compared to the population of other products
which are easily formed during MD runs. This is actually
confirmed by an experimental analysis of the mass spectra of
hydrogenated silicon clusters produced in a magnetron sputter
source (see SM). There is a broad distribution of Si20Hx where
x ranges from 0 to about 30, with a peak around x = 18.
In summary, this means that first of all it is very unlikely
to encounter in a silicon hydrogen system with the overall
correct one-to-one stoichiometry a cluster that has exactly 20
silicon and 20 hydrogen atoms. In the rare cases where such
a cluster is created, it will not be able to fall fast enough into
its ground state before it undergoes further fragmentation or
fusion events that change the stoichiometry.
In the epilogue of our study we will now discuss under
what experimental conditions related structures might be syn-
thesized. The main reason for the absence of any funneling
tendency toward the dodecahedron ground state cage structure
was the fact that a huge number of collapsed cage structures
exist that are nearly degenerate in energy and that there was
a strong tendency for hydrogen detachment. The tendency
for detachment could be reduced by stronger bonds. Silicon
fluorine and silicon chlorine bonds are much stronger than
silicon hydrogen bonds. For both elements the dodecahedron
is a stable structure but surprisingly it turns out that it is not
the ground state. Structures with a collapsed cage are lower
in energy for both elements. The numerical bias that we used
in our minima hopping simulation penalized structures that
have atoms inside the desired cage structure and prevented
thus a collapse of the cage. Something similar has been done
in the synthesis of [Si32Cl45]− [53], the only known cluster
that contains a 20 atom silicon cage. In this cluster a central
Cl− ion inside the Si20 cage prevents the collapse of the cage.
In materials sciences the general belief is that only well
defined structures can perform a specific function. The same
belief was prevailing in biology for a long time concerning
proteins. Things have however changed with the discovery
of intrinsically disordered proteins, which do perform many
biologically important processes [54]. In the same way it
might turn out that some fluctuating structures such as Si20H20
could be useful in some context.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Our results show that it is very unlikely that Si20H20 can
be formed experimentally by a simple condensation type of
process that allows for instance for the synthesis of C60.
It would be necessary that this condensation occurs on a
time scale which is small compared to other relevant time
scales, namely the annealing time scale and the time scale
for competing processes such fragmentation or fusion. The
different behavior of C60 and Si20H20 results from the different
nature of their potential energy surfaces. Whereas for C60
there exist many reaction pathways that lead downwards in the
big funnel of all cagelike structures towards the ground state
and show therefore a clear driving force toward the global
minimum, such reaction pathways do not exist for Si20H20.
Such reaction pathways would however be necessary in order
to form rapidly the icosahedron ground state once a short lived
cluster with the right Si20H20 stoichiometry is generated.
Whereas state of the art structure prediction methods [55]
allow us to find the ground state and metastable structures
on the potential energy surface, our work shows that the
recently proposed BMHGPS method, that is rooted in the MH
structure prediction method, allows us to go one step further
and to understand also the dynamics of the system on this
potential energy surface. In this way conclusions about the
synthesizability of a system can be drawn.
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